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A BAD CASE OF STRIPES

DAN SHANNON
Camilla loved lima beans. Camilla did not eat them because her friends did not like them.
Camilla was getting ready for the first day of school. Camilla looked in the mirror and screamed!
Camilla had stripes all over her body!

Camilla could not go to school with stripes.
The doctor came to check Camilla. Camilla felt ok but did not look ok. The doctor said Camilla could go to school.
At school all the kids laughed. Camilla's stripes changed when the kids called her names.
Adapted from the original text, A Bad Case of Stripes by David Shannon, Scholastic Books, Inc.
The kids changed Camilla's stripes all day long. The kids laughed.
Adapted from the original text, A Bad Case of Stripes by David Shannon, Scholastic Books, Inc.
The principal told Camilla's parents that she could not come back to school. Camilla was sad.
More doctors came to see Camilla. They did not know why Camilla had stripes. They gave Camilla some medicine.
Adapted from the original text, A Bad Case of Stripes by David Shannon, Scholastic Books, Inc.
More doctors came to see Camilla. They did not know what was wrong.
The news came to see Camilla.
Camilla tried lots of medicine. Camilla looked worse.
A woman tried to help Camilla. It did not work. Camilla was part of her room.
An old woman knocked on the door. She thought she could help.
Adapted from the original text; A Bad Case of Stripes by David Shannon, Scholastic Books, Inc.
The old woman fed Camilla lima beans. Camilla told the old woman how much she loved lima beans.
Camilla turned back into a girl with no stripes.
Camilla never pretended not to like lima beans again. Camilla was happy.